1. Before You Start
A Tapo Hub is required. Make sure your Tapo Hub is successfully added via the Tapo app.

2. Power Up Your Sensor
Remove the battery insulation tab to power up your sensor. The LED should blink.

3. Set Up Your Sensor
Open the Tapo app and tap the button. Select Sensors and then your model. Follow the app instructions to complete setup.

4. Test Your Sensor
Take your sensor to the preferred location and wave your hand in front of the sensor to test it. The Tapo app should show if the sensor is triggered.

5. Place Your Sensor
Option 1: Magnetically attach to metallic objects
Option 2: Stick to a clean wall with included adhesive
Option 3: Place it on a shelf or table

6. Detection Area
The sensor should be aligned with the detection area and placed as close as possible to the edge of a table or cabinet. The installation height should not be higher than 2 meters.
Meet Your Motion Sensor

The Motion Sensor detects movement in a certain area and triggers different actions in response. This makes your home safer and smarter.

How to replace the battery

**Option 1: With a Shim**

1. Use a Shim to slide it out from the battery compartment.
2. Replace the battery with the same type.

**Option 2: By Hand**

1. Use a pin to press and hold the Reset button for 3 seconds until the front LED starts blinking.
2. Replace the battery with the same type.

How to reset your sensor

Use a pin to press and hold the Reset button for 5 seconds until the front LED starts blinking.

Need some help?

Visit www.tp-link.com/support/ for technical support, user guides, FAQs, warranty & more.